What kind of shelving do I have?
This guide is designed to help users determine what style of New Age Industrial shelving unit is being used.
Photograph QR Codes with your smart phone camera or simply click on the code to be linked to the appropriate webpage.

What is the shelf made of?

We offer many different kinds of
shelving, carts, and other equipment in
three distinct surfaces or styles:
H.D. Bar, T-Bar, and Solid Sheet —
in various gauges.

H.D. Bar style shelves
feature bars that run
laterally, or
lengthwise. They’re
ideal for larger,
heavier items.

H.D. Bar

Look underneath the shelf, each
slat should be a T. The flat tops
are used to create a smooth
surface.

T-Bar

Solid Sheet shelving includes
supports underneath, and
most styles have a smooth,
continuous edge. Some
styles include a marine edge,
or a 1/8” raised lip.

Solid Sheet

Where is the unit located?

Freestanding - On the floor

Overshelves - It’s hanging
above a table

Wall - It’s mounted on the wall or
suspended from the ceiling.

How many posts does the unit have?
What shape are the posts?

Four Posts
Square Tubing

H.D. Bar

All-Welded Shelving
Each shelf is welded all the way
around the post and will not adjust.
Several configurations available.

T-Bar

Adjustable Shelving

Four Posts
Round Pipe

The corner of each shelf has a sleeve
with a set screw. Posts are marked
guide with lines.
Available in Heavy- or Standard-Duty.

Check out our
Adjustable Shelving Guide!

Two L-Shaped Posts
Rectangular Tubing

Cantilever Shelving
L-Shaped posts include unique clips
that each shelf lifts and locks onto.
Also available in Ceiling-Mounted.

Wall- and Ceiling-Mounted Shelving

Quick Change 2 Cantilever Shelving
is suspended from the ceiling and
anchored to the wall.
Includes the same Lift-and-Lock shelf
mechanism, built from the top, down

What is the shelf made of?
T-Bar
Look underneath the shelf,
each slat should be a T. The
flat tops are used to create a
smooth surface.

T-Bar Wall Shelf

with Pot Rack

Wall Shelves made
using T-Bar are
available with or
without a Pot Rack,
Inverted, and Slanted.

Slanted

Inverted

Solid Sheet

Solid Sheet shelving is available in 18GA and 12GA

Amplimesh

Amplimesh “Boat Racks” are lightweight
and easily installed above work stations.
Amplimesh is expanded
aluminum.

“L” Ceiling Mount

Wall Mounted
“T” Ceiling Mount

Table Mounted Overhead Shelves

Table Mount Boat Rack

Overshelves are designed to be
mounted above our New Age
Industrial work tables.
Available in Solid Sheet
and Amplimesh.

Check out our tables!
Poly Top Tables

Table with Cantilever Overshelves

Stainless Steel
Top Tables

